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Abstract: An emerging technology with a secure and a decentralized nature, blockchain has
the potential to transform conventional practices in an efficient and dynamic manner. However,
migrating to blockchain can be challenging due to the complexity of its infrastructure and processes.
The complexity of building applications on blockchain has been highlighted by many studies,
thus stressing the need to investigate practical solutions further. A commonly known software
engineering concept, software design pattern contributes to the acceleration of software development.
It offers a holistic reusable solution for commonly occurring problems in a given context. It helps to
identify problems that occur repetitively and describes best practices to address them. The present
study is one of the first investigations to inquire into design patterns for blockchain application.
Seeking to reduce the complexity in understanding and building applications on blockchain, this paper
identifies a design pattern elicitation framework from similar blockchain applications. Next, it provides
a demonstration of the Proof of Integrity (PoI) pattern elicited from two different applications on
the blockchain. The applicability of the pattern is evaluated by building a blockchain application
to verify the integrity of the academic certificates and by explaining how this integrity has been
achieved empirically.
Keywords: blockchain; software design pattern; integrity; authentication; Proof of Integrity

1. Introduction
Blockchain is a distributed ledger that contains a set of sequenced blocks of data [1,2]. Each block
records transaction data in a transparent, immutable, and secure fashion [2,3]. This offers a secure
platform empowered by furnishing integrity, efficiency, and productivity, time and cost reduction
for businesses. However, this platform is complex [4–6]. The literature outlines the complexity of
blockchain from technical and business perspectives. The technical perspective has been widely
addressed, focusing on technical infrastructure and processes such as peer-to-peer network [7,8],
distributed data structure [2,8], database [3,4,9], secure blocks of data [1], consensus protocols [10],
and encryption techniques [11]. However, there is limited research pertaining to the business
perspective, which is focused on adopting blockchain in business transformation, transactions between
participants, and impact analysis [5,12,13].
In this research, we focus on a holistic view of blockchain application. A holistic view addresses
what a system analysis requires to design a new solution on blockchain. This is important for supporting
the transformation into blockchain. It is important to facilitate understanding of blockchain from
both business and technical perspectives and then to develop the confidence to migrate to blockchain.
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A lack of research that caters to a holistic view of blockchain implementation is also identifiable in
literature [9].
Adopting the design pattern concept from software engineering, this paper proposes that design
pattern is a viable solution for addressing the issue focused upon in this study. This is because it
captures the similarities between software in a generic and abstract fashion. The pattern offers a
standard solution to problems occurring again and again in different domains. Using design pattern
fosters understanding of the problem and facilitates designing of the software solution. Moreover,
creating a pattern helps to share knowledge for rapidly developing solutions without sacrificing the
quality and service expected from solutions [3]. This research argues that adopting design pattern in
blockchain application development can enhance understandability and usability of the blockchain
system. This argument is aligned to a generic set of patterns for blockchain application [9]. However,
our work provides further depth by exploring the pattern technical design concept with reference to
empirical cases.
The paper introduces a pattern elicitation framework for blockchain application that is based
on capturing the commonalities among different applications through a sequence of three steps,
identification, analysis, and abstraction, directed at identifying a common functionality among
applications with a common blockchain setting. Analysis of the blockchain application structure using
design pattern language [14,15] within each application demonstrates an abstract and generic pattern
structure using the design pattern language. The paper demonstrates the process of adopting the
framework through empirical elicitation of the Proof of Integrity (PoI) pattern from two blockchain
applications, namely, land ownership and intellectual property, and then evaluates the applicability of
the identified pattern in a third application called e-certificate. The e-certificate application is developed
seamlessly on top of the blockchain network with the design guided by the identified PoI pattern.
This paper starts with a background section on blockchain, highlighting blockchain application
architecture, characteristics, and challenges. This section demonstrates the complex nature of the
blockchain platform and the utility of adopting concepts from conventional application development.
In Section 3 the design pattern concept is highlighted along with the value of adopting design pattern
for blockchain applications. Section 4 depicts the pattern elicitation framework for the blockchain
application proposed in this paper. The framework steps are illustrated with two examples in order
to give an example of adopting the framework. Section 5 provides an empirical evaluation of the
framework by adopting a third framework case. Finally, the paper ends with a brief summary of the
work conducted in this research
2. Blockchain’s Application Architecture, Characteristics, and Challenges
The power of blockchain lies in its secure and distributed architecture. It offers a secure
decentralized platform for peer-to-peer transactions without the need for a trusted central authority.
Blockchain complements the current technologies to integrate conventional business practices with a
new level of efficiency and security. However, building an application on the blockchain platform is a
complex process, compared to making use of the conventional distributed system. This complexity
increases due to the technology stack features of the blockchain infrastructure. This section highlights
the main features of blockchain infrastructure and characteristics that are important to understanding
the prior building of a blockchain application. The challenges of adopting blockchain applications
are also highlighted as these propel the present research to the goal of defining the design pattern for
blockchain applications.
In a nutshell, a blockchain is composed of a set of blocks, with each block containing a header
and transaction list [10]. The block header is made up of a root and a hash that uniquely identifies the
previous block. The transaction list contains sender, transaction, and receiver data, which are secured
by an encryption code [7]. Most of the studies have described blockchain architecture as having a
number of layers [2,3,16,17]. These layers are broadly highlighted in a generic layered architecture,
including application layer, architecture layer, and physical layer, as shown in Figure 1.

in the blockchain. It is worth mentioning that the DApp uses application program interfaces (APIs)
to communicate with the blockchain through smart contracts. The wallet, also known as the digital
wallet, takes care of authentication and ownership of transactions or assets on the blockchain
application through cartography, i.e., through storing both public and/or private keys. This is the first
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main types: permissioned and permission-less [19]. Permissioned means only authorized participants
can read. Permission-less means everyone can read the data [20]. These are important to ensure the
privacy of data and transactions as well as to determine regulations such as Know Your Customer
(KYC) and Anti-Money-Laundering (AML).
Controls validating the transactions can be private, consortial, or public. In the private type,
the control is centralized where only one node controls and validates the data, whereas the other nodes
only have permission to read. In the consortial type, the control is shared among a few nodes in the
network and the rest of the nodes only have read permission. In the public type, such as Bitcoin, all the
nodes have permission to write and find consensus [21].
The physical layer refers to the distributed technologies for the blockchain platform, including
computing, nodes in the network, and blocks storing the transactions. Nodes in the blockchain
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represented as a set of servers are connected and all of them have the same authority. There are two
types of nodes, namely the full node and the light node. The full node contains a full copy of the
transactions and blocks, and it can be represented as a server. This type of node is responsible for
adding light nodes to the network and verifying transactions. On the other hand, the light node
contains only the client transactions. A light node is responsible only for transactions used by the
client, such as in the case of a student who has a blockchain of records for all of his or her qualifications.
The computing component includes the set of computers and storage connected over the network.
Each computer works as a server and is represented by a node on a peer-to-peer network.
The computing refers to the computing resources that host the blockchain, such as a high security
business network, cloud, and data center. The block is the place where the transactions data are stored.
The data are stored in the blocks in hashed form. Hashing is the process of chaining the blocks in
the blockchain, i.e., linking a new block to the previous one. Hashing is a computational algorithm
that uses the transaction data and address from the previous block as input to produce a fixed size
output called a hash [20]. As a hash is irreversible, this gives the blockchain a considerable third layer
of security. Storing transaction data in blockchain can be done on-chain or off-chain. The concept of
on-chain data refers to all transaction data stored on the blocks. Off-chain data refer to data stored
outside the blockchain, such as in cloud storage or in a relational database [8]. The decision of where
to store the transaction data is related to the importance of the data and the performance level.
The architecture of the blockchain application presents distinctive characteristics of blockchain
applications, which are highlighted as below:
Immutability means that it is impossible to remove or modify any transaction registered on the
blockchain. This feature can help to protect the transactions from deletion and counterfeiting [12].
Once a transaction is registered to the blockchain, it will be maintained permanently. The process of
saving records in the blockchain is different from that of the traditional database. In the blockchain, we
can only add new data and read it, but the records cannot be edited or deleted once recorded. Thus the
immutability characteristic makes blockchain a secure and accurate solution for recording transactions
and proves that the original data has not been changed [12].
Transparency refers to the viewing access of transactions available to participants who are
permitted to access the network. This information includes details of what the transaction is about,
the point at which the transaction was added to the blockchain, and users participating in the transaction.
The transparency feature is essential for auditing. Blockchain creates a shared technical infrastructure
between organizations to allow the participants to track and share the transactions in a transparent
and secure fashion [9].
Decentralization means that a full copy of the data is stored on each server (node) on the
network. All the nodes have the same features. This depends on the concept of peer-to-peer
network [8]. Decentralization can be described as a process where a record of contracts or transactions
is stored at several locations accessible to participants without a need for the central authority. In the
decentralization environment, all the nodes in the network are informed when a transaction is added.
Also, all nodes have a full copy of the transactions [3].
The advantages of an application with these characteristics are promising. Although blockchain
has been available since 2008, it is still considered a new technology as it has not been widely adopted
by many industries. This has been highlighted by Huaiqing et al. [22], who observed that the adoption
of blockchain technology in business is not at an appropriate level of maturity. The reasons highlighted
in the literature can be categorized in terms of business and technical challenges. Recent research states
that most of the research on blockchain technology tends to focus only on technical perspectives [11]
such as security, cryptography, privacy issues, storage, or integration with a legacy system [20].
On the other hand, the business challenges tend to pertain to difficulties of utilization and
understanding as well as usability and an unclear impact on business. A number of studies have
highlighted difficulties in using and understanding how blockchain works [3,4,6]. This also includes
user experience in terms of the difficulty of understanding the technical concepts of blockchain, such as
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consensus algorithm, private and public key, wallet, encryption, and hashing. Another challenge is the
limited usability of a blockchain application in terms of developer support and end user support [6].
Additionally, recourse limitation also explains why the adoption of blockchain in the wider business
domain has been limited [11].
There is dearth of research that addresses the holistic view of blockchain implementation [8,10].
This holistic view is important to facilities in understanding blockchain from both business and
technical perspectives and then developing the confidence to migrate to blockchain. As seen in
conventional distributed systems, the design pattern, model-driven architecture, and other reusable
approaches have a positive impact on the development of blockchain. There is a need for a holistic
means to facilitate and assist blockchain implementation as evident in conventional distributed systems.
Therefore, this research adopted an integrated design pattern concept within blockchain in order to
facilitate the understanding and adaptation of blockchain systems, as design pattern is considered one
of the key ways to understand new concepts [14] such as blockchain.
3. Design Pattern and Blockchain
This research proposes a holistic approach to improve the usability in building blockchain
applications using design pattern. The design pattern is one of the ways to understand new concepts
in e-business [15]. Design pattern comprises representation of the solution of a problem in a way that
is easily understood by both business users and technical users. It offers a holistic view by providing a
description of the architecture, functions, components, and interactions [14].
The patterns for e-business help to clarify the business problem by breaking down the steps of
the solution into smaller functions so that the solution can be implemented by using the pattern [23].
Used to establish the primary constructs of the solution, the pattern in software engineering is a useful
tool for gaining a better understanding of the relationship between business and technical solutions [23].
The process of design pattern in software engineering helps us to understand a problem occurring
commonly within a given context and describes the solution to the problem in such a way that the
solution can be used multiple times.
With regard to blockchain, studies have been carried out that discuss creating patterns for
blockchain [8,24]. Such research has covered general patterns of blockchain application including
Proof of Existence, Proof of Time, Proof of Identity, Proof of Order, Proof of Authorship, and Proof of
Ownership. However, the patterns discussed are generic in characterization and unaccompanied by
discussion of technical details.
In addition to a design pattern for smart contracts proposed by [25], we found that there
was classification of the patterns into Creational Pattern, Structural Pattern, and Inter-Behavioral
Pattern. A creational pattern focuses on explaining the creation of smart contracts, whereas the
structural pattern helps to manage the relationship among contracts, and the inter-behavioral pattern
enhances the flexibility when contract instances operate with each other. All of these patterns focus
on the structural design of the smart contract. Their contribution is focused only on that part of
smart contracts. These contracts explain patterns from the technical perspective by using a Solidity
programming-language-based smart contract. The present research is limited to smart contracts,
and other blockchain concepts are not included. Furthermore, the study supports the pattern with
examples of how to utilize these patterns within specific business scenarios.
A study proposed by [26] discussed the role of blockchain to solve problems of health care
records. They provided an excellent step for addressing the gap and trying to solve the health care
interoperability issues. Moreover, they presented a case study and DApp for Smart Health to explain
the challenges of duplicated resources and lack of scalability, and how software patterns contributed
to solving these problems. However, this study focused on creating patterns in the health care area
and was not abstract enough to cover other domains. Also, their study lacked exploration of other
potential patterns for handling issues in health care such as security and privacy.
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the pattern generic features. The design pattern language is used to document patterns by describing
solution objectives, participants, and interactions between participants and data. This design pattern
language is designed to provide a convenient approach for understanding and explaining solutions.
It supports developing software architectures that are at the core of the IBM Rational Software Architect
and also supports the pattern-based engineering tool for model-driven development (MDD).
Furthermore, the design pattern language supports pattern-based software development and
offers many benefits as follows. First, it reduces the complexity of software designing by breaking down
the large system into a smaller one so the problem can be understood better. Second, this framework
displays a higher level of abstraction by focusing on the problem and on how the pattern can solve it.
Third, following this framework in designing patterns can contribute to improving productivity by
reducing the time of development and thus helping developers economize their efforts. Moreover,
this can help to increase the reusability of software by encapsulating the best solutions so that they can
be used in different cases by various developers. Therefore, we utilized this design pattern language
to illustrate the pattern of blockchain application. An illustration of how design pattern language
presented the PoI pattern from the two identified applications is discussed as follows:
A. PoI analysis for land ownership application on blockchain
Pattern Name: PoI for land ownership
Pattern Context: The conventional record-keeping systems of land ownership are primitive and
susceptible to abuse and fraud [31,32]. There are cases of claiming ownership of properties based on
fraudulent recording. These problems lead to mistrust, disturbance, and lack of integrity of the land
recording systems.
The current solutions do not address the complete process of ownership and transfer,
and considerable manual work is involved. In addition, not only is the error rate higher in the
manual process but also settling a real estate transaction is a slow process, typically taking many
weeks. Normally, the real estate transaction process involves third-party enforcement of the contracts.
The third party might be not trusted enough, or might lack adequate knowledge of ownership dispute.
Furthermore, solving these problems with a centralized database can entail a high security risk [31,32].
Blockchain Solution: Blockchain can prove the integrity of the property ownership agreement by
grouping all parties on one platform. It allows participants to transact securely without a centrally
trusted intermediary like a traditional real estate agent. The entire sequence of transactions is
recorded on the blockchain. All the transactions are visible to business parties, and if fraud transpires,
it can be detected easily. Integrity is ensured and checked through the hash algorithm technique in
blockchain [31,32].
Pattern Components:
Users:
•
•
•
•

Issuer [government, real estate agent]
Buyer [recipient]
Verifier [buyer, a party demanding contract integrity]
Seller [landowner]
Systems: Set of blockchain nodes including buyer, seller, buyer’s bank, and real estate agent.
Data: The hashes of the agreements that are stored in the blockchain.
Activities to register and verify the land ownership agreement on blockchain:

(1)

(2)
(3)

A seller creates an account using the wallet through a real estate blockchain API (or DApp) and
then posts a request to sell the plot of land. This includes registering information about the land
and the price.
Interested buyer creates an account using the wallet through the real estate DApp and then
registers personal and bank information.
The buyer checks for lands available for selling and selects the appropriate land.
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(4)

The smart contract in the real estate DApp checks the credit status of the buyer by sending a
request to the buyer’s bank to check that the buyer can pay for the purchase.
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B. PoI for intellectual property application on blockchain
Pattern Name: PoI for intellectual property
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B. PoI for intellectual property application on blockchain
Pattern Name: PoI for intellectual property
Pattern Context: The industry of intellectual property (IP) is an essential domain as new ideas,
patents, and brands are becoming prevalent. In the current scenario, each country around the world
has its own local patent office and a special system to register and check IP. However, the process of
checking the uniqueness of the patents in many offices around the world is difficult and requires more
time, cost, and efforts.
Meanwhile, as a result of the global nature of the IP industry, the process of checking the
authentication for a patent should be carried out at the international marketplace level so as to avoid
duplication of patents. The current practices are complicated by paperwork and complexity across
the globe, which is costly and time-consuming [5,12]. Proving integrity and authorship of intellectual
property and patents in the international marketplace is a challenge due to the fact that information
does not exist in a single source. Furthermore, the users sometimes do not know where to look for
current inventions and where to protect their new ideas.
Blockchain Solution: Blockchain solves the problem by grouping all the parties in one network,
which includes IP regulators, inventors, and invention records. Blockchain helps to keep a secure
record of intellectual property on one platform, which can help to simplify the process of verifying the
integrity of the patent record. Also, using blockchain to register patents and intellectual property (IP)
can reduce the overall number of contract disputes [34–37].
Pattern Components:
Users:
•
•
•

Issuer [patent office]
Recipient [inventor]
Verifier [a party demanding patent integrity]

Systems: The set of nodes that represent patent offices, and nodes of inventors. Blockchain
network/platform, blockchain API.
Data: Set of hashes that represent records of the patent.
Activities to create an invention record on blockchain:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

The inventor establishes an account on the blockchain network. The account contains a private
and public key (address).
The inventor registers information of his or her work through an API blockchain by creating a
new transaction, inputs all the required information such as personal information and invention
information, and then submits it.
The IP regulators check the patent and then the information of the transaction registered at patent
office node.
Blockchain creates the agreement of intellectual property and signs it by using the digital
signature. Hash involves using SHA256 algorithm and encrypting in accordance with the
inventor’s private key.
Activities to verify the integrity of the invention record on blockchain:

(1)
(2)
(3)

The verifier can verify the integrity of an invention by uploading the agreement to the blockchain
network and blockchain can provide the hash value for this agreement.
The blockchain compares the hash value with the hashes stored in the blockchain.
If the resulting hash matches one of the hashes stored on the blockchain, the agreement is
authentic, and blockchain proves the existence, integrity, and authorship of the invention [35–37].
Figure 4 describes the activities for Proof of Integrity that verify intellectual property.
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of therecords
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theimmutable.
data
related to physical assets such as certificates, documents, data records, agreements, or contracts. The
Third Step: Extract a generic pattern from different cases. After analyzing the application using
integrity of the record is an important issue to address, especially in a distributed environment where
pattern language, this step captures the commonalities among the applications in abstraction from
different parties are involved. Addressing record integrity using blockchain takes care of problems
theirsuch
domain.
Generalization and abstraction are two features that foster pattern usability. The rest of
as counterfeiting and fraud in claiming ownership, authorship, authenticity, and identity.
this section
outlines
the PoIThe
pattern
captured
from the two
applications.
Theintegrity
patternproof
is represented
Blockchain Solution:
PoI pattern
for blockchain
application
addresses
in a
below
by
explaining
how
it
achieves
integrity
using
blockchain.
The
representation
of
the
PoI pattern
distributed environment. The pattern offers a solution for applications run over private blockchain.
is also
through
the standard
design
language
[16] used
in the
Thedemonstrated
blockchain is set
with permission
to write
for pattern
record issuers
and cases
permission
to view
for Second
record Step.
verifiers.
record
captures
the date of when a physical asset is hashed and stored in the blockchain
Pattern The
Name:
Proof
of Integrity
block.
TheContext:
process The
of integrity
is performed
through
which
communicates
the
Pattern
Proof ofcheck
Integrity
(PoI) pattern
canDApp,
be used
in applications
thatwith
issue
records
blockchain.
related to physical assets and verify the authenticity of the issued record. The record is the data related
Pattern Components:
to physical assets such as certificates, documents, data records, agreements, or contracts. The integrity
Users:
of the record is an important issue to address, especially in a distributed environment where different
Issuer [record creator]
parties are involved. Addressing record integrity using blockchain takes care of problems such as
counterfeiting and fraud in claiming ownership, authorship, authenticity, and identity.
Blockchain Solution: The PoI pattern for blockchain application addresses integrity proof in a
distributed environment. The pattern offers a solution for applications run over private blockchain.
The blockchain is set with permission to write for record issuers and permission to view for record
verifiers. The record captures the date of when a physical asset is hashed and stored in the blockchain
block. The process of integrity check is performed through DApp, which communicates with
the blockchain.
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Pattern Components:
Users:
•
•
•

Issuer [record creator]
Recipient [record owner]
Verifier [a party demanding record verification]

Systems: The set of nodes in the blockchain network and a private blockchain platform, DApp,
and blockchain network.
Data: A set of hashes that represent records of a high-value asset are saved on blockchain blocks.
Proof of Integrity Pattern Processes:
Process 1: Creating a record in blockchain:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Issuer creates a record of an asset in e-document format, such as an agreement, contract,
and certificate.
A hash is created for the record using hash function.
The hash is stored in the blockchain’s block.
Process 2: Verifying a record in blockchain:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Through DApp, the verifier uploads the e-document into the blockchain.
A hash code is generated for the e-document using the blockchain hash function.
A check of the generated hash and the stored hashes in the blockchain is carried out.
The e-document is authentic if the hash is found in the blockchain, and if it is not found then the
e-document is not authentic.

Figure 5 illustrates the verifying process of the PoI pattern. The e-certification application is built
by using multi-chain
and
process of verifying certificates [38].
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5. Empirical Evaluation
The paper presented a pattern elicitation framework with empirical demonstration of a PoI
pattern captured from two blockchain systems. This section evaluates the applicability of the PoI
pattern in a third application for e-certificates. To conclude, the applicability of the identified pattern
in three applications was tested. Although we built the e-certificate system from scratch, using the
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PoI Pattern application:
The PoI pattern can be used to store and verify the authenticity of e-documents related to physical
assets, including certificates, contracts, agreements, and patents. It can be used as proof of ownership,
authorship, authenticity, and identity.
PoI Pattern benefits:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Protects the integrity of records in a decentralized platform.
Increases availability through use of one platform for inquiring into the integrity of records.
Improves service response rate and reliability.
Increases trust and augments transparency.
Generic pattern can capture records of assets from different domains, such as government,
real state, health care, and education.

5. Empirical Evaluation
The paper presented a pattern elicitation framework with empirical demonstration of a PoI
pattern captured from two blockchain systems. This section evaluates the applicability of the PoI
pattern in a third application for e-certificates. To conclude, the applicability of the identified pattern
in three applications was tested. Although we built the e-certificate system from scratch, using the
PoI pattern helped us to design and build the application on blockchain with certainty. The pattern
demonstration of the problem and the solution component were used as guidelines to build the
application. A demonstration of the adoption of PoI for the e-certificate application structure is
presented as below:
Pattern Name: Proof of Integrity for e-certificates on blockchain
Pattern Context:
Students receive their certificates upon graduation. They use these for employment or further
education. Some universities or employers ask for verification of certificates, which normally takes
up to three weeks. Using a blockchain to verify certificates provides responsiveness, transparency,
and simplicity in the authentication process.
Blockchain Solution:
Blockchain can provide a secure platform to store certificates. Educational institutes issue digital
certificate to their graduates. This digital certificate is passed to the future employer or educational
institutes to use for certificate verification.
Pattern Components:
Users:
•
•
•

Issuer [academic institutes]
Recipient [graduates]
Verifier [employer or academic institutes]

Systems: A set of nodes in the blockchain network, private blockchain platform, DApp,
and blockchain network.
Data: Set of hashes that represent e-certificates are saved on blockchain.
Proof of Integrity Pattern for e-certificate processes:
Evaluation of the integrity of e-certificate is based on checking the hash value of the digital
certificate by comparing it to the hash stored on the blockchain, as shown in Figure 6.

Systems: A set of nodes in the blockchain network, private blockchain platform, DApp, and
blockchain network.
Data: Set of hashes that represent e-certificates are saved on blockchain.
Proof of Integrity Pattern for e-certificate processes:
Evaluation
of the
of e-certificate is based on checking the hash value of the digital certificate
Sustainability 2020,
12,integrity
8404
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by comparing it to the hash stored on the blockchain, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. PoI pattern for e-certificates.
Figure 6. PoI pattern for e-certificates.

Process 1: Creating a certificate on blockchain:
Process 1: Creating a certificate on blockchain:
(1) Academic institutes issue e-certificates for their graduates and upload the digital files onto
(1) Academic
institutes issue e-certificates for their graduates and upload the digital files onto the
the blockchain.
blockchain.
(2) A hash value is calculated for each certificate and stored on the blockchain.
(2) A hash value is calculated for each certificate and stored on the blockchain.
Process 2: Integrity proof of e-certificate on blockchain:
Process 2: Integrity proof of e-certificate on blockchain:
(1) Through DApp, the employer or new university uploads the certificate onto the blockchain.
(1) Through DApp, the employer or new university uploads the certificate onto the blockchain.
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Figure 7. Web page generating and uploading hash.
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(e-certificate).
This paper highlighted the adaptation of the design pattern language for a PoI case in blockchain
application. The proposed framework can be used to document further patterns for blockchain
application such as KYC, insurance claims, etc. Following the steps of this framework will guide
software engineers in identifying the business cases and common solutions for blockchain applications.
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